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In recognizing the importance of: 

 Protecting the reputation of this school

 Protecting and “respecting the space” of those students who are struggling with recovery from addictions to drugs/alcohol

 Maximizing my learning during the school day

 Living clean, healthy lives in general

1. I_______________________, do hereby agree and declare that I will not be under the influence of, have any active contact with or be involved in the possession or trafficking of

non-prescribed drugs/alcohol during school hours or at any school-sponsored activity. 

2. I recognize that the use of non-prescribed drugs/alcohol the night before a school day can result in said drugs/alcohol still being in my system the following day, thus affecting my 

academic performance.  Therefore, I hereby agree and declare that I will not consume any alcohol or non-prescribed drugs within 24 hours of coming to school. 

3. I acknowledge that as a citizen of our community, I have an obligation to encourage others to abide by this agreement.  I have the authority to ask anyone who is in violation of this

agreement to stop, as well as the right/obligation to inform the violator’s mentor/school administration or any other staff member.  Furthermore, I will not discuss the use of non-prescription 

drugs or alcohol with any other students during school hours or at any school-sponsored activity except in the context of curriculum. 

4. Any alleged violation of this agreement will be thoroughly investigated by the school.  The mentor will review this agreement with the mentee.

5. If I violate # 1 or #2 above based on reasonable and probable grounds, I agree, understand, and expect that I could be withdrawn from enrollment at Alternative High School in

accordance with Calgary Board of Education Administrative Regulations 6001 and 6091. 

Student Signature______________________________________________   Date_____________________ 
Mentor _______________________________________________________ Date_____________________ 
Parent/Guardian  Signature _______________________________________ Date ____________________ 
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